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STATE UPDATE: State Budget Outcome Positive for Hospitals
For the most part, the $153.1 billion budget agreement reached by the governor and legislature on April 7, 2017
was positive for New York’s hospital industry. The budget includes a $500 million investment in new capital-related
funding. Many of New York’s hospitals are plagued by crumbling infrastructure and outdated structural design that
inhibits efficient patient care flow. New York’s hospitals have struggled to find the money to re-engineer space and/or
invest in upgraded design structure to meet the new delivery models, which are now more outpatient-based. Final budget
language did not include the governor’s proposed Medicaid penalty of $23 million to hospitals for avoidable emergency
room visits. Hospitals argued that this penalty placed an unfair burden on hospitals, because hospitals are required by
federal law to medically screen and stabilize anyone who presents at
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This provision is particularly worrisome, say hospitals, because of the
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FEDERAL UPDATE: Health Reform Stalls, What Next?
The inability of the House to garner the 218 votes necessary to pass the American Health Care Act means that the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) remains the law of the land for now. However, the ACA remains vulnerable to regulatory and
rule changes from the Department of Health and Human Services and appropriations reductions emanating from
Congress. In addition, there remains an appetite in Washington, DC to reform Medicaid and to perhaps eventually attempt
another overhaul of the ACA.
The House bill ultimately failed because of oppositional factions within the House GOP. Clashing ideologies
about the role of government in healthcare led to a fight that became more about politics than policy. Particularly
worrisome was the New York-specific Medicaid amendment that
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This is why it remains crucial that the hospital industry continue
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uninsured Americans and the payment and delivery reforms stemming
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from the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation that are showing
reductions in the cost of care. The now defunct House bill would have caused 24 million Americans to lose insurance,
according to the Congressional Budget Office. In mid-March, Secretary Tom Price delayed the implementation of several
bundled payment models from July 1 to October 1, 2017. The delay is tied to the Trump administration’s review of
regulations affecting healthcare providers.
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